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First proposed in 1941 by Kelly and Ulam, the Graph Reconstruction Conjecture
has been called the major open problem in the field of Graph Theory. While the
Graph Reconstruction Conjecture is still unproven it has spawned a number of related
questions. In the classical vertex graph reconstruction number problem a vertex is
deleted in every possible way from a graph G, and then it can be asked how many
(both minimum and maximum values) of these subgraphs are required to uniquely
reconstruct G (up to isomorphism). This problem can then be extended to k-vertex
deletion (for 1 ≤ k ≤ |V (G)|), and to k-edge deletion (for 1 ≤ k ≤ |E(G)|). For
some classes of graphs there is known a formula to directly compute its reconstruction
numbers. However, for the vast majority of graphs the computation devolves to brute
force exhaustive search.
Previous computer searches have computed the 1-vertex-deletion reconstruction
numbers of all graphs of up to 10 vertices, as well as computing 2-vertex-deletion
reconstructibility of all graphs on up to 9 vertices. In this project I have developed
and implemented an improved algorithm to compute 1-vertex-deletion reconstruction
numbers with an O(|V (G)|) speedup, allowing their computation for all graphs of up
to 11 vertices. In addition the ability to compute arbitrary k-vertex and edge deletion
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1 Introduction
In 1941 Kelly and Ulam proposed the Graph Reconstruction Conjecture, and it has re-
mained an open problem to this day [3]. The Graph Reconstruction Conjecture states
simply that any simple finite undirected graph on 3 or more vertices can be uniquely
identified (up to isomorphism) by the multiset of its unlabeled 1-vertex-deleted sub-
graphs. There are no known counter-examples to the Conjecture, and it is widely
believed to be true, although yet unproven; see [1]. However, for some classes of graphs
the conjecture has been proven to hold; specifically disconnected graphs, regular graphs,
trees, and maximal planar graphs [14, 2, 15, 1]. Through exhaustive computer search
it has previously been shown that all graphs of between 3 and 11 vertices are recon-
structible [10, 12], and that some classes of graphs of up to 16 vertices are reconstructible
[10].
From the original Graph Reconstruction Conjecture, there has sprung many new
related problems. In 1964 the Edge Reconstruction Conjecture was formulated, which
state that all simple undirected graphs with 4 or more edges can be uniquely identi-
fied (up to isomorphism) by the multiset of its unlabeled 1-edge-deleted subgraphs [8].
In 1957 Kelly introduced the concept of k-vertex-reconstruction, where k vertices are
deleted to form each subgraph, rather than 1. Kelly further proved that for k > 0
there is a graph on 2k vertices which is not k-reconstructible (see [11]), although recon-
structibility for larger graphs is unproven.
More recently the question “if a graph is reconstructible, how many of its subgraphs
are required to reconstruct it?” has been asked. This takes two forms, the Existential
( or Ally) Reconstruction Number (∃rn ), and the Universal ( or Adversarial) Reconstruc-
tion Number (∀rn ). The Existential Reconstruction Number is the minimum number
of subgraphs required if they are carefully selected, while the Universal Reconstruction
Number is the minimum number such that any multiset of subgraphs of that size can
reconstruct the original graph. Similarly, the same question can be asked, but with the
addition of the knowledge that a graph is in a certain class, leading to the concept of
Class Reconstruction Numbers (Crn ). The concept of Edge Reconstruction Numbers
exists as an edge-deleted analogue to what is more specifically called Vertex Recon-
struction Numbers (vrn ). Taken all together these concepts result in a veritable zoo of
reconstruction numbers, many of which little is known about.
The goal of this project was to directly compute various reconstruction numbers for
as many graphs as feasible. Given the many different possible reconstruction numbers,
this goal became multifaceted. The primary facet was the computation of 1-vertex-
deleted reconstruction numbers on all graphs of up to 11 vertices, which was a sig-
nificant computational challenge. An important secondary goal was the computation
of k-vertex-deleted reconstruction numbers for 2 ≤ k ≤ |V (G)| − 2, which were com-
puted for all graphs on up to 8 vertices. For all graphs on 9 vertices k-vertex-deleted
reconstruction numbers were computed for 2 ≤ k ≤ 3. In addition, a great many k-
edge-deleted reconstruction numbers were computed for graphs on not more than 10




Traditional graph notation is primarily used in this report, and basic familiarity with
graph theory and notation is assumed. In all cases graphs are assumed to be simple,
undirected, and finite. Furthermore, graphs which are isomorphic are considered iden-
tical, except where explicitly noted. Additionally, Gn refer to the set of all graphs on
n vertices, and Gn,e refers to the set of all graphs on n vertices which have exactly e
edges. The following common graphs and combinations are also defined:
Kn: Clique on n vertices
Pn: Path on n vertices
Sn: Star on n vertices
Cn: Cycle on n vertices
mG: the disconnected graph which consists of m ∈ Z≥0 copies of the graph G
G ∪H: the disconnected graph which consists of one copy each of G and H
2.2 Set Notation
Graph reconstruction involves many instances of set and multiset manipulation. Tra-
ditional set notation is used troughout this report, as well as less common multiset
constructs. A multiset is differentiated from a set by the use of square brackets ([])
instead of curly brackets ({}), by stating that a quantity is a multiset explicitly, or
implicitly if it is the result of operations on a multiset. Each element x of a multiset S
is said to have a multiplicity, given by m(S; x) ∈ Z>0. The number of unique elements
in a multiset is given by ‖S‖, while the cardinality is given by |S| =
∑
x∈S m(S; x). If
S is a set then the equality |S| = ‖S‖ always holds by definition.
The intersection (
⋂
) and union (
⋃
) of multisets preserves the minimal and maximal
multiplicity of matching elements, while the additive union (
⊎
) sums the multiplicities
of matching elements. The power set of a set S is represented by P(S), and consists of
all sets which are a subset of S. The power multiset of a set S represented by Mnt (S),
consists of all subsets of S where elements have multiplicities in the range [1..n] and the
sum of all the multiplicities is in the range [0..t]. It is self-evident that for a given n all
values of t ≥ n|S| are equivalent, and for a given t all values of n ≥ t are equivalent.
In this report the notation M(S) shall be taken to mean Mn∞(S) for some finite,
but unspecified, n ∈ N∗. Furthermore, the notation Mt(S) shall be taken to mean
Mtt(S).
2.3 Graph Reconstruction
The multiset of all vertex deleted subgraphs is referred to as Deckk(G) or Dk(G),
where k is the number of vertices deleted from graph G to create each subgraph. Each
C ∈ Deckk(G) is referred to as a Cardk of G. Each S ⊆ Deckk(G) is referred to as a
legitimate Subdeckk of G. The inverse operation to Deckk(G) is Extensionsk(F), which
is the set of all graphs where k vertices are added in every possible way to graph F.
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EDeckk(G), ECardk, ESubdeckk, and EExtensionsk(F) are the edge-deletion analogues
of vertex-deletion definitions.
The ∃vrnk is the size of the smallest Subdeck k of G which can uniquely reconstruct
G. The ∀vrnk is the smallest number such that all Subdeckk of G of size ∀vrnk can
uniquely reconstruct G. Similarly ∃ernk is the size of the smallest ESubdeckk of G which
can uniquely reconstruct G, and ∀ernk is the smallest number such that all ESubdeckk
of G of size ∀ernk can uniquely reconstruct G. ∃Cvrnk(G), ∃Cernk(G), ∀Cvrnk(G), and
∀Cernk(G) have the same definition as ∃vrnk(G), ∃ernk(G), ∀vrnk(G), and ∀ernk(G),
with the added knowledge that G is a member of some class C.
A graph G is said to be k-reconstructible (k-edge-reconstructible) if it can be
uniquely identified (up to isomorphism) from its full Deckk(G) (EDeckk(G)). If a graph
G is not k-reconstructible (k-edge-reconstructible), then it is said that ∃vrnk(G) =
∀vrnk(G) =∞ (∃ernk(G) = ∀ernk(G) =∞).
In this report if neither vertex nor edge reconstruction is specifically stated, then
the statement applies to all forms of graph reconstruction. Similarly, if no specific
value k for number of deletions is given, then the statement applies to all values of
k which could apply given the context of the statement. Note that this differs from
conventional notation, where 1-vertex-deletion is assumed if not otherwise specified.
When neither existential nor universal qualifier is given to reconstruction numbers,
then the statement applies to both, again, contrasted against the normal assumption
of existential reconstruction number.
2.4 Reconstruction Function Pairs
As a generalization of graph reconstruction, one can speak of reconstruction over any
pair of (fD, fE), which have the following properties:
1. fD : S1 →M(S2)
2. fE : S2 → P(S1)
3. x2 ∈ fD(x1) ⇐⇒ x1 ∈ fE(x2)
Such functions shall henceforth be referred to as a reconstruction function pair. For ex-
ample, the following are valid reconstruction function pairs, as described in Section 2.3:
∀(n ≥ k)
(
Deckk : Gn → MC(n,k)(Gn−k)
Extensionsk : Gn−k → P(Gn)
)
∀(n ≥ 2, e ≥ k)
(
EDeckk : Gn,e →MC(e,k)(Gn,e−k)




In order to determine both universal and existential reconstruction numbers the same
primitive question is asked: “can a given Subdeck reconstruct G uniquely (up to iso-
morphism)?” In order for a Subdeck to not reconstruct G there must be another graph
H which shares that same Subdeck . Therefore in order to answer the question, either an
example of a graph which shares the same Subdeck must be found, or it must be proven
that no such graph exists. The results presented in this report answer that question by
computational search.
3.1 Previous Algorithm
The following is a simplified version of the algorithm which was used by Brian McMullen
[11] to compute ∀vrn1(G) and ∃vrn1(G):
1. compute the multiset DG ← Deck1(G)






3. for each Hi ∈ H compute the multiset DHi ← Deck1(Hi) ∩ DG
4. compute ∀vrn1(G)← 1 + max(|DHi |, Hi ∈ H)
5. compute ∃vrn1(G)← min(|S|; S ⊆ DG ∧ (∀Hi)S * DHi)
It is implicit that the operations Deck and Extensions return graphs in the canonical
labeling for their automorphism group. This ensures that when graphs are checked
for equivalence it may be done directly, rather than determing whether they are iso-
morphic. The operation of canonically labelling graphs reduces to GI, however graphs
are generated many fewer times than they are compared, resulting in a large net gain
in efficiency. As McMullen found, the process of canonical labelling is the dominant
factor in the running time of this algorithm for 1-vertex-deletion reconstruction [11],
and therefore a reduction in the number of canonical labellings that is required has a
substantial effect on the overall run-time.
3.2 Improved Algorithm
The basic reconstruction algorithm used in the computations presented in this report
is a optimized version if this algorithm. The primary optimization is the speedup of
step 3, which in McMullen’s algorithm requires canonically labelling O(|V (G)|) graphs
for each unique extension graph. The optimization involves greatly reducing the number
of these canonical labelling operations by exploiting the properties of reconstruction
function pairs, specifically that H ∈ Extensions (C) =⇒ C ∈ Deck (H), as well as
a property of 1-vertex-deleted subgraphs, specifically that most are unique within a
Deck (see Section 6.1). By the combination of these two properties, we see that step 2
has, as a side effect computed the membership of each DHi , as well as the multiplicity
of the majority of those members. However, for any card C which is present in DG
more than once, C may also be present in DHi more than once, if it is present at least
once. To compute the multiplicity in such cases, C is counted within Deck (Hi) for each
Hi ∈ Extensions (C). This process is further optimized by only canonically labelling
graphs in Deck (Hi) which have the same number of edges as C.
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In addition the implementation used was extended to handle any reconstruction
function pair that operates on graphs. In principle the same core algorithm could be
used for any reconstruction function pair, although the specific implementation used is
optimized for graphs.
The following is the algorithm used to compute the reconstruction results in this
project, given an appropriate reconstruction function pair (fD, fE):
1. compute the multiset DG ← fD(G)
2. for each Ci ∈ DG :
(a) compute the set Hi ← fE(Ci)−G, hereafter used as a multiset
(b) for each H ∈ Hi set m(Hi; H)← min( m(fD(H); Ci), m(DG ; Ci) )




4. compute ∀rn (G)← 1 + max(m(H; H); H ∈ H)
5. compute ∃rn (G)← min( |S|; (S ⊆ DG) ∧ (
⋂
Ci∈S
Ti(S) = ∅) )
where Ti(S) = {H | H ∈ Hi ∧m(Hi; H) ≥ m(S; Ci)}
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3.3 Runtime Complexity
Analyzing the run-time complexity of either algorithm is a complicated task due to the
number of variables involved. These variables include mainly:
• the number of unique cards in fD(G)
• the number of unique extensions of each of those cards
• the number of cards in fD(G) that are non-duplicates (m(fD(G); c) = 1)
• the number of vertices and edges in each of those cards and extensions of cards
• the value of the existential reconstruction number
Many of those values are summarized in Section 6 for different reconstruction function
pairs.
In this discussion of the run-time complexity of the improved algorithm used in this
project, one major assumption is made: the vast majority of run-time in steps 1 and 2
is due to the canonical labelling of the resultant graphs. This behavior was previously
described by Brian McMullen [11] in his implementation, and held true as well in the
implementation used in this project. Furthermore, while the run-time complexity of
each canonical labelling depends on the properties of the graph itself, especially it’s
order, canonical labelling will be treated as a constant time operation for simplicity.
The number of canonical labelling operations needed by the first section of the
algorithm used in this project can be approximated as follows:
1: Θ(|fD(G)|)
2: Θ(‖fD(G)‖ · (a + b))
a: |f ′E(C)|
b: if m(fD(G); C) = 1 then 0, else ‖fE(C)‖ · |fD(H)|
Where G is the original graph, C is a representative card, and H is a representative
extension of a representative card. f ′E represents the multiset of all extensions that are
computed in order to determine fE , and it is often the case that |f
′
E | ≪ |fE |, although,
by definition, ‖f ′E‖ = ‖fE‖ = |fE |.
The next section of the algorithm computes the universal reconstruction number,
which can be described as simply one greater than the greatest number of cards the
original graph shares in common with any other. Since each Hi effectively has a count
of how many times a given card is shared with each possible other graph, the additive
union of them gives the result almost directly. Computation of the additive union itself,
while straightforward, is not trivial run-time, and can be most efficiently done as a form
of insertion-sort when the set is large. The run-time complexity of this can be described
as:
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3: O(|H| · log2 |H|)
4: Θ(|H|)
Where |H| ≈ |fE(C)| · |fD(H)| is the total number of unique extensions of all cards of
G.
The final part of the algorithm computes the existential reconstruction number. In
order to prove the existential reconstruction number is n, it must be shown that there
is a Subdeck of G of size n which is not shared by any other graph, and also that there
is no Subdeck of size n− 1 that meets that same criteria. In general this requires that
all Subdeck s of size n − 1 and at least some Subdeck s of size n are evaluated. Since
there is no pre-existing knowledge of what the existential reconstruction number will
be, in practice at least all Subdeck s of size ≤ n− 1 will be evaluated while searching for
the smallest Subdeck that reconstructs G. Each Subdeck evaluation, in turn, requires






























) = O (∃rn (G) · 2|fD(G)|)








However, in cases — such as 1-vertex and 1-edge deletion — where ∃rn (G) is almost
always some small integer, this can be treated as a constant time operation. In such
cases the the computational time for step 5 is also very small in comparison to the rest
of the algorithm.
This leads to a rough trichotomy in the run-time behavior of this algorithm. In cases
where the reconstruction numbers have a very high probability of being small values
also tend to be the cases where there are very few duplicate cards in a deck, and step 2a
dominates the run-time. In cases where the reconstruction numbers are larger, then
it is step 5 that dominates. The last category is cases where the original graph is not
reconstructible, in which case step 5 can be skipped altogether (∀rn =∞ ⇐⇒ ∃rn=∞),




The programs used in the computation of the results presented in this report were
implemented with three primary goals, in order of importance: efficiency, flexibility, and
maintainability. Given these goals, the programs were primarily written in standards
compliant C++, although not in a strictly object oriented fashion. Where effective,
standard STL-based data structures where used, however in many cases it was found
to be much more efficient to implement customized data structures and algorithms. In
general the code was optimized for computing 1-vertex-deletion reconstruction numbers,
as that was the major goal of this project. This sometimes involved tradeoffs that were
less favorable to computing other reconstruction numbers, and in those cases the code
often has selections for different algorithms at compile time. Error checking is liberal
throughout the code, in order to isolate any logic errors. In cases where the error
checking is detrimental to performance it can be disabled at compile time, and that is
done once the correctness of the logic has been verified.
As mentioned in Section 3, canonical labelling of graphs is a critical aspect of this
project. For this task Brendan McKay’s Nauty [9] package was used. In some cases
the code within the Nauty package needed to be modified to make it compatible with
the programs written for this project. Specifically some functions were modified to take
const parameters, and other functions were renamed to avoid conflict with standard
functions. In addition, the Nauty package had various utilities which were useful,
especially geng for producing graphs with various characteristics, and listg for displaying
graphs in human readable formats (adjacency lists or matrices).
In the programs written for this project, graphs are represented internally in either
Nauty’s native representation, or in a more space efficient representation termed com-
pact. The Nauty graph format is essentially an adjacency matrix with a minimum of
one machine word per vertex. Since all graphs in this project are simple and undi-




bits per graph, and is similar in definition to
that used by Brian McMullen [11]. In contrast to the definition McMullen used, the
compact format used in this project is defined as an array of bytes sufficient in size for
the maximum graph size, allowing graphs of arbitrary size instead of being limited to at
most 11 vertices (which can fit into McMullen’s 64bit quantity). If the maximum graph
size is defined such that it fits into 64 or 128 bits (11 and 16 vertices, respectively), then
certain optimizations are enabled to speed comparisons between graphs by taking ad-
vantage of 64bit comparisons rather than bytewise comparisons. In practice this allows
equal efficiency to McMullen’s representation while still allowing greater flexibility.
The Deck1 and Extensions1 operations were carefully optimized for performance,
as they are critical to the performance of computing the 1-vertex-deleted reconstruc-
tion numbers. In both cases it was found that computing successive graphs in-place
(rather than copying from the original graph each time) was more efficient. In the case
of the Deck1 operation, this was accomplished by deleting a vertex, and then succes-
sively swapping the next vertex with one from the original graph. This has the effect of
“bubbling” the hole through the adjacency matrix. In the case of Extensions1 a binary
reflected Gray code was used. The difference between successive values in the Gray
code was pre-computed and stored as an array, such that at iteration n, edge g[n] is to
be complemented to generate the next graph. The Deck2 and Extensions2 operations
were implemented similarly, and then Deckk and Extensionsk operations were imple-
mented as generalizations, although less time efficiently due to memory constraints.
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The analogous operations for edge-reconstruction were implemented with similar algo-
rithms, although by their nature they were less complex, and had less overall effect on
performance.
During the computation of reconstruction numbers it is necessary to store and ma-
nipulate large sets of graphs. For this purpose a custom data structure which stores
graphs in compact representation was implemented to maximize performance. The data
structure operates essentially as a chained hashtable with a compile-time selectable
number of buckets, each of which is implemented with an STL vector. The hash key is
actually made up of two parts which are mixed together: the number of edges and a
hash function consisting of the middle byte of the compact graph representation. The
graphs stored in this data structure are always canonically labelled, and it was found
the middle bits were the most random due to the canonical labelling placing vertices
in order of degree. In practice this hash function was found to be very effective at
distributing the results of the Extensions1 operation efficiently, and both values are im-
mediately available since the implementation of the Extensions operations keeps track
of the number of edges added during graph generation.
4.1 Usage
There were 4 main programs written for this project, as well as a common library of
functionality which they share. The header file config.h contains a number of compile-
time settings which are used by various parts of the implementation. For instance, the
size of hash tables, whether error checking is enabled for certain libraries, and which
algorithm to use when multiple are available (which may be more efficient in some
situations versus others).
The first program is gconvert which converts graphs between 3 different graph for-
mats: raw Nauty format, Nauty graph6 format, and a custom compact format which is
optimally space efficient. The compact format is the format that all the other programs
read, while the first two formats are ones that the Nauty package can use. The next two
programs are deck and extend which compute Deck s and Extensions of input graphs,
and produce statistics relating to those operations. The final program is rncompute
which computes reconstruction numbers of input graphs. Each of these programs takes
command line parameters to indicate the reconstruction function pairs to use, as well as
to control the type of output provided. The command line parameters of each program
implemented are as follows:
Usage: gconvert <intype> <outtype> [infilename] [outfilename]
where <intype> and <outtype> are one of:
n[auty] = raw nauty format
c[ompact] = compact format
g[raph6] = nauty graph6 format
N[ull] = NULL/bit-bucket (ignores filename)
and indicate the format of the input and output files.
If [infilename] and/or [outfilename] are missing or "-"
then stdin and stdout will be used in their place
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Usage: deck [options] [infilename]
where [options] can be:
-k <k> = compute k-deletion decks
-e = compute edge-deletion decks
-v = increase verbosity level (can be used multiple times)
-n = no count summary is printed
-h = print this help text
If [infilename] is missing or "-" then stdin will be used.
Unless -e is specified, vertex-deletion is assumed, and the default
value for -k is 1. Multiple arguments can be combined with a single
dash, if so desired. For instance: -ek3 for 3-edge-deletion.
At verbosity 1 each card is output in graph6 format.
At verbosity 2 each input graph is output before its cards.
Usage: extend [options] [infilename]
where [options] can be:
-k <k> = compute k-deletion extension sets
-e = compute edge-deletion extension sets
-v = increase verbosity level (can be used multiple times)
-n = no count summary is printed
-h = print this help text
If [infilename] is missing or "-" then stdin will be used.
Unless -e is specified, vertex-deletion is assumed, and the default
value for -k is 1. Multiple arguments can be combined with a single
dash, if so desired. For instance: -ek3 for 3-edge-deletion.
At verbosity 1 each extension is output in graph6 format.
At verbosity 2 each input graph is output before its extensions.
Usage: rncompute [options] [infilename]
where [options] can be:
-E <n> = print graph if Existential RN >= n
-A <n> = print graph if Universal RN >= n
-k <k> = compute k-reconstruction numbers
-e = compute edge-reconstruction numbers
-v = increase verbosity level (can be used multiple times)
-n = no count summary is printed
-q = quiet, none of the standard output is printed
-h = print this help text
If [infilename] is missing or "-" then stdin will be used.
Unless -e is specified, vertex-deletion reconstruction numbers
will be computed. The default value for -E and -A is infinity,
and for -k is 1. Multiple arguments can be combined with a single
dash, if so desired. For instance: -ek3 for 3-edge-deletion.
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5 Performance
Due to the nature of this project, a great deal of emphasis was placed on run-time
optimization. The results of the algorithm, implementation, and compiler-assisted op-
timizations was impressive when compared to previous efforts.
All computations for this project were done on one of two systems. The first system
is single machine with dual AMD Opteron 248 processors and 1GB of RAM, running
a standard installation of Fedora Core 6 Linux and using GCC version 4.1.1 as the
compiler. The second system is the compute cluster at the Rochester Institute of Tech-
nology run by RIT’s Center for Advancing the Study of Cyberinfrastructure (CASCI)
[16]. The cluster consists of 94 1.4GHz Pentium IV processors arranged in 47 dual pro-
cessor compute nodes, each with 512MiB of main memory, and runs the ROCKS HPC
software [16, 17] with GCC version 3.4.5 as the available compiler. It was found that
each of the CPUs in the CASCI cluster performed at approximately 50% the speed of
the Opteron 248 processors when computing 1-vertex-deletion reconstruction numbers,
giving the cluster overall performance of 23.5 times that of the first system. All compute
time results presented are normalized to a single Opteron 248 CPU, as the first system
performed the majority of the computations, and it will be noted which were computed
on the cluster.
Table 1 compares the runtime between the implementation used by Brian McMullen





directly computed, as vrn (G) = vrn (G) [6].
unique computed McMullen’s new
|V (G)| graphs graphs implementation implementation speedup
6 156 78 0.07 seconds 0.02 seconds 3.5
7 1044 522 1.84 seconds 0.52 seconds 3.5
8 12346 6996 1.50 minutes 16.8 seconds 5.4
9 274668 154354 1.83 hours 14.0 minutes 7.9
10 12005168 6002584 9.19 days 20.9 hours 10.5
11 1018997864 509498932 6.12 years‡ 174 days† 12.8
†Computations performed on the CASCI cluster.
‡Estimated by computing 0.02% of graphs
Table 1: Comparison of run-time for computing 1-vertex-deletion results against Mc-
Mullen’s implementation
Presented in tables 2 and 3 are compute times for certain results which are presented
in Section 6. These compute times are presented as the total time to compute k-
vertex,edge-deletion reconstruction numbers for all graphs of a given order. Since the
number of graphs increases exponentially with order, tables 4 and 5 give the same
results in terms of the average time to compute each graph in milliseconds.
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|V (G)| k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4
6 0.02 seconds 0.45 seconds 0.88 seconds 0.72 seconds
7 0.52 seconds 23.3 seconds 1.7 minutes 1.2 minutes
8 16.8 seconds 42.5 minutes 19.2 hours 9.5 days
9 14.0 minutes 4.6 days 379 days†
10 20.9 hours
11 174 days†
†Computations performed on the CASCI cluster.
Table 2: Run-times for computing k-vertex-deletion reconstruction numbers for all
graphs on 6–11 vertices
|V (G)| k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4
6 0.04 seconds 0.56 seconds 3.2 seconds 68.9 seconds
7 0.74 seconds 40.7 seconds 11.9 minutes 6.2 hours
8 16.3 seconds 58.2 minutes 3.1 days
9 10 minutes 3.9 days
10 10.7 hours
11 23.7 days†
†Computations performed on the CASCI cluster.
Table 3: Run-times for computing k-edge-deletion reconstruction numbers for all graphs
on 6–10 vertices
|V (G)| k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4
6 0.26 5.89 12.7 9.74
7 1.07 44.7 193 135
8 2.45 364 9892 116955
9 5.52 2549 212137†
10 12.6
11 29.5†
†Computations performed on the CASCI cluster.
All values in units of milliseconds.
Table 4: Average per-graph compute-time for k-vertex-deletion reconstruction numbers
for graphs on 6–11 vertices
|V (G)| k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4
6 0.25 3.64 21.2 469
7 0.71 39.1 690 10869




†Computations performed on the CASCI cluster.
All values in units of milliseconds.
Table 5: Average per-graph compute-time for k-edge-deletion reconstruction numbers
for graphs on 6–10 vertices
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Compute time for edge-deletion reconstruction numbers depends strongly on the
number of edges in the original graph, as |fD(G)| = |EDeckk(G)| = C(|E(G)|, k) and
|f ′E(C)| = |EExtensions
′
k(C)| = C(|E(C)|, k). To illustrate this, table 6 shows the
average time to compute k-edge-deletion reconstruction numbers for all graphs on 7
vertices according to the number of edges. As described in Section 3.3, the compute-
time can also be heavily dependent on the actual value of the existential reconstruction
number, which explains the extremely large value for ern4(G7,16), where the single




= 1820) dominates the run-time.
Table 7 breaks down the computation time for ern4(G7,16) according to ∃ern4.
|E(G)| k=1 k=2 k=3 k=4
5 0.33 2.52 3.81 2.4
6 0.39 5.04 11.7 9.3
7 0.51 10.6 41.2 43
8 0.55 17.8 115 701
9 0.58 26.7 261 2804
10 0.65 38.0 534 2064
11 0.70 48.6 871 6519
12 0.74 56.9 1175 23326
13 0.82 65.3 1477 11305
14 0.86 64.5 1447 33135
15 0.80 52.4 1155 12800
16 0.86 42.5 810 108815
17 0.80 25.6 450 4552
18 0.60 12.6 220 1708
19 0.50 6.0 75 545
All values in units of milliseconds.
Table 6: Average per-graph compute-time for k-edge-deletion reconstruction numbers
for graphs on 7 vertices and 5-19 edges
number of total run time avg. per graph
∃ern4 graphs (seconds) (seconds)
2 6 35.9 6.0
3 11 62.3 5.7
4 2 8.6 4.3
5 1 11.3 11.3
7 1 2158.7 2158.7
Table 7: Average per-graph compute-time for 4-edge-deletion reconstruction numbers
for graphs in G7,16 according to ∃ern4
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6 Results
The results presented in this section are organized primarily by the various reconstruc-
tion function pairs that were considered in this project. Within each subsection results
are presented as 3 tables, the first containing statistics from fD, the second containing
statistics from fE, and the last containing counts of existential and universal recon-
struction numbers.
For each table the data is broken out into columns according to the number of ver-
tices, and tabulates results for all graphs of that order. The first row of each table lists
the number of unique (non-isomorphic) graphs of each order to which the function in
question is applicable. Examples of graphs to which certain functions are not applicable,
are graphs with fewer than k edges for the EDeckk family of functions. The set of useful
graphs of a given order under a given function will be referred to use Gu for convenience.
For the tables summarizing the fD function, the following additional rows are given:







‖{c | m(fD(g); c) = 1}‖
average cards per deck:
TC
|Gu|
percentage of non-duplicate cards:
Tnd
|Gu|
For the tables summarizing the fE function, the following additional rows are given:




average unique extensions per graph:
TE
|Gu|
Tables summarizing reconstruction numbers have two primary sets of rows. In the
first set each row counts the number of graph with a given existential reconstruction
number, and in the second set each row counts the number of graphs with a given
universal reconstruction number. If the table is too long to display on a single page,
then it is be broken into separate tables for existential and universal reconstruction
numbers. If a table is still too long to display on a single page, then it is further
subdivided by the range of reconstruction numbers. If there is a sequence of 2 or more
rows which are empty, then they are collapsed into a single line.
In addition, these tables may have additional optional rows. The first optional
row appears at the top of the table, and shows the number of graphs which are not
reconstructible. The other type of optional row appears at the bottom of the table, and
shows the percentage of graphs which have some interesting or common existential or
universal reconstruction number.
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6.1 Results for 1-Vertex Deletion
Deck1 Counts
graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
unique graphs 4 11 34 156 1044 12346 274668 12005168 1018997864
total cards 6 20 90 544 5096 79220 2208158 113737744 10926144928
non-duplicates 2 6 39 278 3370 62508 1965149 107681508 10649004558
avg. cards/deck 1.5 1.8 2.6 3.5 4.9 6.42 8.039 9.474 10.722
% non-duplicate 33 30 43 51 66.1 78.90 88.995 94.675 97.464
Extensions1 Counts
graph order
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
unique graphs 2 4 11 34 156 1044 12346 274668 12005168
total extensions 6 20 90 544 5096 79220 2208158 113737744 10926144928
avg. extensions 3 5 8 16 32.7 75.88 178.856 414.092 910.120
1-Vertex Deletion Reconstruction Numbers
graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
unique graphs 4 11 34 156 1044 12346 274654 12005168 1018997864
∃vrn1
3 4 8 34 150 1044 12334 274652 12005156 1018997864
4 3 4 8 6




3 4 2 7 8 16 266 45186 6054148 815604300
4 9 19 56 496 8208 199247 5637886 199382868
5 8 90 520 3584 28777 301530 3922130
6 2 12 284 1426 10686 83730
7 4 18 914 4824
8 4 12
% ∃vrn1 = 3 100 73 100 96.2 100.0 99.903 99.9993 99.9999 100.0000
% ∀vrn1 = 3 100 18 21 5.1 1.53 2.155 16.4520 50.4295 80.0398
Discussion
There are a number of items of interest in these results. Foremost is that they agree with
previous theoretical and empirical results. In 1990 Bolloba´s proved that almost every
graph can be reconstructed from any 3 cards in its deck [4], and the counts presented
here bear that out in striking fashion. In addition the reconstruction number counts
agree with those collected by Brian McMullen for |V (G)| ≤ 10 in 2005 [11, 12].
Graphs which have high (> 3) ∃vrn1 are of special interest. Myrvold showed that
for any disconnected graph of the form pKc that ∃vrn1 = c+2 [14] (proof corrected by
Molina [13]). McMullen later described some additional infinite families of graphs which
have high ∃vrn1 [12]. In all cases the construction of graphs with high ∃vrn1 requires the
graphs to have a non-prime order, and showed that all graphs where 5 ≤ |V (G)| ≤ 10
and ∃vrn1 > 3) are members of one or more of the known families. The results presented
here prove that no graph on 11 vertices has ∃vrn1 > 3, strengthening the previous
conjecture that all graphs of prime order have ∃vrn1 = 3 [11].
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The Deck1 and Extensions1 tables reveal some interesting details of their own. The
average number of unique cards per deck and the average number of unique extensions
of a graph rapidly approach their maximum values (|V (G)| and 2|V (G)|, respectively).
This has strong implications for future work in computing reconstruction numbers, as
the number of graphs which will need to be canonically labelled for any graph G will
rapidly approach |V (G)|2 · 2|V (G)|−1 as |V (G)| increases further. More favorably, the
probability that any given card in a deck is isomorphically unique within that deck also
increases rapidly towards 1, indicating that the optimizations listed in Section 3 are
very effective for computing ∃vrn1 and ∀vrn1.
Recent work has focused on graphs which have high (maximal or nearly maximal)
∀vrn1 [5]. The results presented here prove that there are 12 graphs of order 11 with
maximal ∀vrn1 = 8. The following graphs and their complements are all graphs of
order 11 with ∀vrn1=8. Graphs are presented in pairs, each of which has exactly 7




























































































































































































































































































































|E(G)| = 25, JGCZz@‘FWz_ |E(G)| = 26, JJCWW[NWzF_
It should be noted that the 4 such graphs with the highest edge counts each have a
single disconnected vertex. If that vertex is removed, the resulting graph on 10 vertices
also have ∀vrn1 = 8, and are the only such graphs on 10 vertices.
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6.2 Results for 2-Vertex Deletion
Deck2 Counts
graph order
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
unique graphs 11 34 156 1044 12346 274668 12005168
total cards 20 94 766 9020 193144 7143022 460986428
non-duplicates 2 18 208 3156 101534 5091782 392761878
avg. cards/deck 1.8 2.8 4.9 8.6 15.644 26.006 38.399
% non-duplicate 10 19 27 35.0 52.569 71.283 85.200
Extensions2 Counts
graph order
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 2 4 11 34 156 1044 12346 274668
total extensions 20 94 766 9020 193144 7143022 460986428 52001662796
avg. extensions 10 24 70 265 1238.1 6841.98 37338.930 189325.523
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2-Vertex Deletion Reconstruction Numbers
graph order
4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 11 34 156 1044 12346 274654
not reconstructible 7 4 0 0 0 0
∃vrn2
3 8 240 9592 270869
4 2 30 396 2464 3448
5 34 216 216 228
6 4 4 30 106 36 48
7 8 32 44 18 18
8 9 16 20 8 16
9 7 2 10 2 3
10 2 4 4 12















14 46 14 5
15 76 4
16 216 36 9
17 532 111 271
18 172 1020 3704












% ∃vrn2 = 3 0 0 5.1 22.99 77.693 98.6219
Discussion
These results begin to show a dichotomy between the patterns of existential and univer-
sal k-vertex-deleted reconstruction numbers, which grows greater as k increases. While
the distribution of ∃vrn2 is very similar to ∃vrn1, the distribution of ∀vrn2 is greatly
different from that of ∀vrn1. Indeed, just a casual inspection leads one to conjecture
that almost every ∃vrn2(G) = 3, just as almost every ∃vrn1(G) = 3 [4]. In contrast,
while it has also been shown that almost every ∀vrn1(G) = 3 [4], both extents of the
range of ∀vrn2(G) seems to increase without bound as |V (G)| increases.
Another pattern that becomes more obvious in k-vertex-deleted results as k in-
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creases, is that if k = |V (G)| − 2, there are always exactly 4 graphs that are recon-
structible (see appendix A.1). These 4 graphs are those with 0 or 1 edges, and their
complements. It is clear that Deck |V (G)|−2(G) holds no information other than |V (G)|
and |E(G)|, and it is also clear to see that for any fixed |V (G)| ≥ 3, the only graphs









More interesting in these results is those 4 graphs on 5 vertices which are not 2-
vertex-deletion reconstructible. The following two graphs, and their complements are
not 2-vertex-deletion reconstructible. It is trivial to see that these two graphs share the



































|E(G)| = 4, D@s |E(G)| = 4, DIK
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6.3 Results for 3-Vertex Deletion
Deck3 Counts
graph order
5 6 7 8 9 10
unique graphs 34 156 1044 12346 274668 12005168
total cards 66 526 7552 190579 9905170 914086960
non-duplicates 2 52 1318 44122 4001616 575295558
avg. cards/deck 1.9 3.4 7.2 15.436 36.062 76.141
% non-duplicate 3.0 10 17.5 23.152 40.399 62.937
Extensions3 Counts
graph order
2 3 4 5 6 7
unique graphs 2 4 11 34 156 1044
total extensions 66 526 7552 190579 9905170 914086960
avg. extensions 33 132 687 5605.3 63494.7 875562.22
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3-Vertex Deletion Reconstruction Numbers
graph order
5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 34 156 1044 12346 274668




5 10 652 145271
6 12 1738 62156
7 24 2290 14434
8 2 66 2285 3018
9 2 90 1874 678
10 4 4 126 1216 244
11 88 755 160
12 2 96 490 68
13 8 70 304 46
14 2 76 207 34
15 10 54 152 26
16 8 66 72 20
17 14 74 40 8
18 22 54 38 2
19 4 62 36 8
20 30 5 2
21 14 16 2
22 6 6 4
23 6 2

















% ∃vrn3 = 3 0 0.0 0.00 0.000 1.0048
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graph order
5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 34 156 1044 12346 274668






















































5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 34 156 1044 12346 274668












6.4 Results for 4-Vertex Deletion
Deck4 Counts
graph order
6 7 8 9 10
unique graphs 156 1044 12346 274668 12005168
total cards 310 3932 110632 6008449 758176916
non-duplicates 2 214 12052 937719 221472810
avg. cards/deck 2.0 3.8 8.961 21.875 63.154
% non-duplicate 0.6 5.4 10.894 15.607 29.211
Extensions4 Counts
graph order
2 3 4 5 6
unique graphs 2 4 11 34 156
total extensions 310 3932 110632 6008449 758176916
avg. extensions 155 983 10057 176719 4860108.4
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4-Vertex Deletion Reconstruction Numbers
graph order
6 7 8
unique graphs 156 1044 12346






















































unique graphs 156 1044 12346























6.5 Results for 5-Vertex Deletion
Deck5 Counts
graph order
7 8 9 10
unique graphs 1044 12346 274668 12005168
total cards 2086 48520 2735466 318081750
non-duplicates 2 1066 176354 32690616
avg. cards/deck 2.0 3.93 9.959 26.495
% non-duplicate 0.1 2.20 6.447 10.277
Extensions5 Counts
graph order
2 3 4 5
unique graphs 2 4 11 34
total extensions 2086 48520 2735466 318081750
avg. extensions 1043 12130 248679 9355345.6
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5-Vertex Deletion Reconstruction Numbers
graph order
7 8
unique graphs 1044 12346












































% ∃vrn5 = 3 0.00 0.000
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unique graphs 12346 274668 12005168
total cards 24690 1094818 125536992
non-duplicates 2 7270 4935086
avg. cards/deck 2.00 3.986 10.457




unique graphs 2 4 11
total extensions 24690 1094818 125536992
avg. extensions 12345 273704 11412454







% ∃vrn6 = 3 0.000
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6.7 Results for 1-Edge Deletion
EDeck1 Counts
graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
unique graphs 3 10 33 155 1043 12345 274667 12005167 1018997863
total cards 3 14 74 571 6558 125066 4147388 247179594 26814371140
non-duplicates 1 5 27 266 3836 90919 3497830 226766172 25678801469
avg. cards/deck 1 1.4 2.2 3.7 6.3 10.131 15.100 20.589 26.314
% non-duplicate 33 36 36 47 58.5 72.697 84.338 91.741 95.765
EExtensions1 Counts
graph order
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
unique graphs 1 3 10 33 155 1043 12345 274667 12005167 1018997863
total extensions 1 3 14 74 571 6558 125066 4147388 247179594 26814371140
avg. extensions 1 1 1.4 2.2 4 6.3 10.131 15.100 20.589 26.314
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1-Edge Deletion Reconstruction Numbers
graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
unique graphs 3 10 33 155 1043 12345 274667 12005167 1018997863
not reconstructible 0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
∃ern8
1 3 5 9 18 23 35 46 64 71
2 14 115 980 12242 274523 12004951 1018997596
3 1 6 16 31 57 81 130 167
4 2 5 4 9 10 15
5 3 3 5 6




1 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
2 2 14 19 51 152 1591 2479879
3 3 8 28 131 1622 65814 5895154 748858136
4 6 36 285 5059 141767 4976002 239960040
5 8 46 394 3880 50196 925253 24213068
6 2 15 128 952 10379 138350 2533007
7 5 41 520 4171 47953 711284
8 4 20 136 1228 11382 141498
9 12 55 521 5704 67083
10 4 26 202 1854 18352
11 2 21 110 1070 9050
12 8 57 359 2615
13 4 37 292 2562
14 2 10 68 512
15 2 10 66 376
16 2 23 188
17 19 106
18 2 8 30
19 2 26











% ∃ern8 = 2 0 0 42 74.2 93.96 99.166 99.9476 99.9982 100.0000
% ∀ern8 = 2 0 0 6 9.0 1.82 0.413 0.0553 0.0133 0.2434
Discussion
Compared to vertex-deletion reconstruction, edge-deletion reconstruction has received
comparatively little attention. Lauri has, however, recently shown that ∃ern1 and
∀ern1 are almost always 2 [7] (see also [1]). While the results presented here agree with
that theoretical result for ∃ern1, the values of ∀ern1 appear not to agree. Indeed, it
appears, from these results, that ∀ern1 may tend more strongly torwards 3 as graph
order increases. It should be noted that Lauri’s proof relies on graphs with more than
13 vertices, so significantly larger graphs than presented here would need to be explored
in order to determine whether there is a real discrepency.
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These results also illustrate that for any order n ≥ 4 there are 4 unique graphs
that are not 1-edge-deletion reconstructible. These graphs are listed here, with those
sharing equivalent EDeck1s grouped together, also serving as a proof of their non-
reconstructibility:
P3 ∪ (n− 3)K1
2K2 ∪ (n− 4)K1
}
cards: 2 K2 ∪ (n − 2)K1
K3 ∪ (n− 3)K1
S4 ∪ (n− 4)K1
}
cards: 3 P3 ∪ (n− 3)K1
In addition there are 3 graphs for any order n ≥ 3 which have ∃ern1 = ∀ern1 = 1:
• K2 ∪ (n− 2)K1
• K2 ∪ (n− 2)K1
• Kn
33
6.8 Results for 2-Edge Deletion
EDeck2 Counts
graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
unique graphs 2 9 32 154 1042 12344 274666 12005166
total cards 2 14 99 1162 21126 637576 31111903 2511542576
non-duplicates 1 3 20 275 7088 340286 22496705 2133059771
avg. cards/deck 1 1.6 3.1 7.5 20.27 51.651 113.272 209.205
% non-duplicate 50 21 20 23.7 33.55 53.372 72.309 84.930
EExtensions2 Counts
graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
unique graphs 2 9 32 154 1042 12344 274666 12005166
total extensions 2 14 99 1162 21126 637576 31111903 2511542576
avg. extensions 1 1.6 3 7.5 20.27 51.651 113.272 209.205
2-Edge Deletion Reconstruction Numbers
graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 2 9 32 154 1042 12344 274666
not reconstructible 0 5 10 14 14 14 14
∃ern8
1 2 2 3 4 5 7 8
2 1 6 53 710 11567 273165
3 3 49 227 605 1259
4 4 9 40 69 103
5 1 2 11 21 31 48
6 3 8 9 24 27
7 1 5 9 15 19
8 5 7 13





% ∃ern8 = 2 0 11 19 34.4 68.14 93.705 99.4535
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graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 2 9 32 154 1042 12344 274666
not reconstructible 0 5 10 14 14 14 14
∀ern8
1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2
2–4
5 1 1 1 1
6 2 2 3 4 5 5
7 2 1 1
8 1 3 2 2 3
9 6 9 9 8 10
10 9 17 20 21
11 1 4 6 3
12 1 6 12 13 11
13 2 11 28 44 51
14 2 3 11 16 20
15 1 6 22 26
16 1 4 13 36 61
17 3 17 43 75 95
18 1 9 29 70
19 5 26 64 88
20 3 32 91 156
21 10 41 119 242
22 2 7 40 150 343
23 2 16 107 322
24 1 44 191 668
25 3 43 232 812
26 5 25 255 1213
27 7 40 222 1420
28 35 298 2278
29 1 28 281 2599
30 2 35 392 3776
31 5 47 357 4075
32 2 20 345 5024
33 2 20 391 5959
34 3 23 413 6828
35 30 442 6368
36 1 29 437 8351
37 22 372 7633
38 1 15 385 7426
39 22 343 8318
40 2 18 340 8053
41 17 293 6557
42 18 337 8879
43 13 331 7315
44 15 243 5976
45 7 309 8809
46 6 308 7499
47 9 212 5420
48 1 11 216 8175
49 2 7 225 7677
50 14 217 5949
51 6 226 7612
52 8 184 6801
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graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 2 9 32 154 1042 12344 274666
not reconstructible 0 5 10 14 14 14 14
∀ern8
53 7 165 6250
54 4 121 6750
55 6 188 6061
56 2 10 143 5010
57 2 112 5964
58 8 123 5347
59 2 102 4394
60 109 4325
61 4 98 4400
62 87 3841
63 83 3246
64 3 79 2854
65 6 96 3352
66 60 2606
67 2 108 2508
68 1 44 2101
69 1 68 2503
70 3 59 1951
71 54 1727
72 50 1551
73 1 43 2029
74 1 43 1416
75 2 47 1534
76 2 50 1225
77 3 39 1631
78 1 24 1036
79 16 1171
80 2 21 998
81 39 1157
82 5 27 861
83 28 990




88 1 26 611
89 16 629
90 8 535














3 4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 2 9 32 154 1042 12344 274666
not reconstructible 0 5 10 14 14 14 14
∀ern8
103 1 6 273
104 2 213


















































3 4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 2 9 32 154 1042 12344 274666






















































3 4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 2 9 32 154 1042 12344 274666






















































3 4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 2 9 32 154 1042 12344 274666































The following are the graphs of order n which are not 2-edge-deletion-reconstructible,
along with their EDeck2s:
(∀n ≥ 4) P3 ∪ (n− 3)K1
(∀n ≥ 4) 2K2 ∪ (n− 4)K1

 cards: 1 nK1
(∀n ≥ 4) K3 ∪ (n− 3)K1
(∀n ≥ 4) S4 ∪ (n− 4)K1
(∀n ≥ 4) P4 ∪ (n− 4)K1
(∀n ≥ 5) P3 ∪K2 ∪ (n− 5)K1
(∀n ≥ 6) 3K2 ∪ (n− 6)K1


cards: 3 K2 ∪ (n− 2)K1













4 P3 ∪ (n− 3)K1
2 2K2 ∪ (n− 4)K1
(∀n ≥ 5) P5 ∪ (n− 5)K1
(∀n ≥ 5) K3 ∪K2 ∪ (n− 5)K1






3 P3 ∪ (n− 3)K1
3 2K2 ∪ (n− 4)K1
(∀n ≥ 6) 2P3 ∪ (n− 6)K1





2 P3 ∪ (n− 3)K1
4 2K2 ∪ (n− 4)K1
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There are 2 graphs for any order n ≥ 3 which have ∃ern2 = ∀ern2 = 1:
• K2 ∪ (n− 2)K1
• Kn
Another set of graphs with interesting behavior are those of order n ≥ 5 with the form
Si ∪ (n− i)K1 ∀i(3 ≤ i ≤ n− 2)
which are the only examples of graphs with ∃ern2 = 1 and ∀ern2 > 1. The ∀ern2 of
these graphs tends to be very high, and indeed if i = 3 then the graph has the maximal
∀ern2 for that order. The other graph with maximal ∀ern2 is of the form
2K2 ∪ (n− 4)K1
which also has a low ∃ern2, especially for n ≥ 8 where ∃ern2 = 1 (∃ern2 = 2 for n = 5,
and ∃ern2 = 4 for 6 ≤ n ≤ 7).
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6.9 Results for 3-Edge Deletion
EDeck3 Counts
graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
unique graphs 1 7 30 152 1040 12342 274664 12005164
total cards 1 10 88 1416 38388 1912484 145990314 16449689951
non-duplicates 1 3 8 159 5813 640649 86364522 12775798472
avg. cards/deck 1 1.4 2.9 9.3 36.91 154.957 531.523 1370.218
% non-duplicate 100 30 9 11.2 15.14 33.498 59.158 77.666
EExtensions3 Counts
graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
unique graphs 1 7 30 152 1040 12342 274664 12005164
total extensions 1 10 88 1416 38388 1912484 145990314 16449689951
avg. extensions 1 1.4 2.9 9.3 36.91 154.957 531.523 1370.218
3-Edge Deletion Reconstruction Numbers
graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8
unique graphs 1 7 30 152 1040 12342
not reconstructible 0 5 14 28 39 45
∃ern8
1 1 2 2 3 4 5
2 1 11 167 6553
3 3 14 428 4721
4 40 209 578
5 5 17 72 169
6 9 36 75
7 1 2 18 59
8 1 5 11 25
9 6 13 20
10 1 4 9 17
11 2 6 13
12 1 4 4 6
13 1 5 10
14 2 11
15 1 2 7 7
16 1 4 11
17 1 2 10
18 2 4 5
19 2
% ∃ern8 = 2 0 0 3 7.2 16.06 53.095
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graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8
unique graphs 1 7 30 152 1040 12342
not reconstructible 0 5 14 28 39 45
∀ern8
1 1 2 2 2 2 2
2–8







17 1 1 1 2
18 2 2
19 5 16 29 36
20 3 4 9
21–25
26 1 3 2
27
28 2 3 5
29 4 8
30 1 3 6
31 2 8 25 37
32 2 11 22 38
33 2 4 16
34 1 2 2
35 1
36 1
37 1 6 4
38 1





44 1 1 4
45 1 5 14
46 1 3 13
47 2 11 32 56
48 5 26 61















3 4 5 6 7 8
unique graphs 1 7 30 152 1040 12342
not reconstructible 0 5 14 28 39 45
∀ern8
62 8
63 1 1 7
64 1 9 32
65 10 30
66 1 15 37
67 5 15 57
68 2 14 50
69 6 26 69
70 13 44















86 1 8 45
87 4 26





93 1 13 60
94 11 49
95 2 10 40
96 1 7 31
97 4 17 40
98 2 9 24
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127 2 9 38
128 1 5 25
129 2 21
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6.10 Results for 4-Edge Deletion
EDeck4 Counts
graph order
4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 4 26 147 1035 12337 274659
total cards 5 64 1278 45762 3576158 459990744
non-duplicates 2 7 75 3059 580124 199899308
avg. cards/deck 1.2 2.5 8.7 44.21 289.873 1674.770
% non-duplicate 40 11 5.9 6.68 16.222 43.457
EExtensions4 Counts
graph order
4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 4 26 147 1035 12337 274659
total extensions 5 64 1278 45762 3576158 459990744
avg. extensions 1.2 2.5 8.7 44.21 289.873 1674.770
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4-Edge Deletion Reconstruction Numbers
graph order
4 5 6 7
unique graphs 4 26 147 1035
not reconstructible 2 16 44 80
∃ern8
1 2 2 2 3
2 1 5 23
3 5 137




8 1 9 45
9 7 32
























% ∃ern8 = 2 0 4 3.4 2.22
64
graph order
4 5 6 7
unique graphs 4 26 147 1035
not reconstructible 2 16 44 80
∀ern8










33 2 5 10
34 12 29
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unique graphs 4 26 147 1035
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6.11 Results for 5-Edge Deletion
EDeck5 Counts
graph order
4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 2 20 138 1025 12326 274648
total cards 2 40 960 41385 4467068 979474682
non-duplicates 1 6 36 1281 280038 254419388
avg. cards/deck 1 2 7 40.38 362.410 3566.291
% non-duplicate 50 15 3.8 3.10 6.269 25.975
EExtensions5 Counts
graph order
4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 2 20 138 1025 12326 274648
total extensions 2 40 960 41385 4467068 979474682
avg. extensions 1 2 7 40.38 362.410 3566.291
5-Edge Deletion Reconstruction Numbers
graph order
4 5
unique graphs 2 20
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6.12 Results for 6-Edge Deletion
EDeck6 Counts
graph order
4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 1 14 123 1004 12302 274623
total cards 1 24 654 31874 4193822 1413960799
non-duplicates 1 6 27 547 101581 162168340
avg. cards/deck 1 1.7 5 31.75 340.906 5148.734
% non-duplicate 100 25 4.1 1.72 2.422 11.469
EExtensions6 Counts
graph order
4 5 6 7 8 9
unique graphs 1 14 123 1004 12302 274623
total extensions 1 24 654 31874 4193822 1413960799
avg. extensions 1 1.7 5 31.75 340.906 5148.734
6-Edge Deletion Reconstruction Numbers
graph order
4 5
unique graphs 1 14
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6.13 Results for 7-Edge Deletion
EDeck7 Counts
graph order
5 6 7 8
unique graphs 8 102 963 12246
total cards 12 409 22121 3299474
non-duplicates 4 25 233 36231
avg. cards/deck 1.5 4.0 22.97 269.433
% non-duplicate 33 6 1.05 1.098
EExtensions7 Counts
graph order
5 6 7 8
unique graphs 8 102 963 12246
total extensions 12 409 22121 3299474
avg. extensions 1.5 4 22.97 269.433
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6.14 Results for 8-Edge Deletion
EDeck8 Counts
graph order
5 6 7 8
unique graphs 4 78 898 12131
total cards 5 240 14292 2328920
non-duplicates 2 24 160 14519
avg. cards/deck 1.2 3.1 15.92 191.981
% non-duplicate 40 10 1.12 0.623
EExtensions8 Counts
graph order
5 6 7 8
unique graphs 4 78 898 12131
total extensions 5 240 14292 2328920
avg. extensions 1.2 3 15.92 191.981
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7 Open Questions and Future Directions
In the course of this project a number of new questions have arisen, many of which
(to the author’s knowledge) have not been posed in the past. Some of these questions
are theoretical, while others can be investigated computationally by building upon the
programs developed for this project.
Amongst those questions which might be answered via computational means, are
the following types of reconstruction numbers, which apply to all forms of graph recon-
struction:
• For a given graph G, what is the number of subdecks of size ∃rn (G) which recon-
struct G?
• For a given graph G and ∃rn (G) ≤ s  ∀rn (G), what is the number of subdecks
of size s which reconstruct G?
A number of the techniques explored in this project would be useful for reconstruction of
structures other than graphs, but even within graph reconstruction there is still much
to be explored. For instance, so far all descriptions of reconstruction have involved
constructing the deck by removing some element of the graph in every possible way.
This thought brings to mind the following new ways of constructing a deck:
• Add a vertex in every possible way
• Complement an edge in every possible way
• Add or subtract a vertex in every possible way
These can then be iterated to form k-reconstruction forms in the obvious ways. It should
be noted that edge-addition reconstruction is the same as edge-deletion reconstruction
of the complement.
Some questions arose regarding the relationships between the graphs. These ques-
tions seemed best explored by constructing meta-graphs, where each graph of interest is
a vertex, and each edge denotes a relationship between them. These questions include
the following, and their generalizations to other forms of reconstruction:
• A meta-graph of all graphs on n vertices, where each edge is colored according
to the number of shared cards. Of special interest is those edges colored with the
maximal ∀rn − 1 for that order.
• A meta-digraph of all graphs on ≤ n vertices, where a edge from G to C is colored
according to m(Deck (G); C)
• A meta-digraph of all graphs on n vertices and e edges, where a edge from G to
C is colored according to m(EDeck (G); C)
Forms of these questions can be asked for any form of reconstruction, although they
are only answerable computationally if the meta-graph is finite.
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One of the major goals of this project was to expose patterns in reconstruction num-
bers which would then be investigated theoretically. For instance, when analyzing the
results presented in Section 6.1, it became apparent that there was a non-trivial rela-
tionship between the universal reconstruction number of graphs and graphs constructed
from them by adding a disconnected or completely-connected vertex. k-vertex-deletion
reconstruction numbers. These patterns gave rise to questions such as these:
• What is the relationship between ∀vrn1(G) and ∀vrn1(G∪K1) or ∀vrn1(G ∪K1)?
• ∃vrnk>1 appears to almost always be 3, is there a proof of this?
• The smallest graph for which ∃vrnk = 3 appears to follow a strictly monotonic
progression as k increases. For any given k, what is the smallest |V (G)| such that
∃vrnk(G) = 3?
• For any given k, what is the smallest n such that all graphs on n vertices are
reconstructible? In the results so far the value is the same as for the previous
question, does this hold in general?
• ∀vrnk behaves very differently from ∃vrn3. What is is asymptotic behavior as
|V (G)| increases?
While extensive effort has been put forth in this project to optimize both the al-
gorithms and the implementation thereof, there is yet room for improvement. Since
majority of attention was paid to those aspects which were measured to be critical to
1-vertex-deletion computations, there are a number of areas in k-vertex-deletion and
k-edge-deletion which are not optimal. A prime example is the computation of the
existential reconstruction number, which in many of the high-k cases was, by far, the
most computationally expensive step. It is believed that computing Extensionsk>2,
EExtensionsk>2, Deckk>2, and EDeckk>2 could also be improved considerably. Even
given the existing implementation, it is believed that computations of (k ≥ 4)-vertex-
deletion results for all graphs on 9 vertices could be achieved with use of the CASCI
cluster [16] within a time-span of a few months.
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A Vertex Reconstruction Results With Fixed Sized Cards
In this section some of the same results presented in Section 6 are reorganized according
to the size of the cards. For example, in appendix A.1 the number of vertices deleted
is |V (G)| − 2 so that in each column all cards have exactly 2 vertices.
A.1 Results for (|V (G)| − 2)-Vertex Deletion
graph order
3 4 5 6 7 8
unique graphs 4 11 34 156 1044 12346


























A.2 Results for (|V (G)| − 3)-Vertex Deletion
graph order
4 5 6 7 8
unique graphs 11 34 156 1044 12346
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A.3 Results for (|V (G)| − 4)-Vertex Deletion
graph order
5 6 7 8
unique graphs 34 156 1044 12346






7 32 24 6
8 16 66 6
9 2 90 10
10 2 126 21














































5 6 7 8
unique graphs 34 156 1044 12346




































A.4 Results for (|V (G)| − 5)-Vertex Deletion
graph order
6 7 8
unique graphs 156 1044 12346
not reconstructible 0 0 8
∃vrn |V (G)|−5
3 150 240
4 4 396 128



































unique graphs 156 1044 12346



































A.5 Results for (|V (G)| − 6)-Vertex Deletion
graph order
7 8 9
unique graphs 1044 12346 274668
∃vrn |V (G)|−6


















































































A.6 Results for (|V (G)| − 7)-Vertex Deletion
graph order
8 9
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